
Event planing

COOKBOOK

How can you make a good

quality event?

 

STEP - BY- STEP



1. To spread your own goals and
vision about something that you

love
 

2. To share it in front of a group
of people

 
3. To make it funny, attractive

and interesting.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CREATE A NICE EVENT?

 
 



1)Think about - concrete place
- day

- hour!

Big and warm place,
day and hour in which people are not very busy and

they still have energy after the workday



2)Contact with the place 
- Explain them the idea through Facebook/LinkedIn or Gmail

- Go there and speak with them face to face.
 

3) Create an attractive poster to call people’s attention
- With your personal style and logo

- With key information which summarize the activities
- With the day, hour, place

 
4)Design an attractive text below the poster for FB event and

your own web.
- Explanation about the event

- Activities, examples, more details



5)Promote it in FB groups, on your
webpage and social media channels

 

- Several times per week
- Short and catchy messages
- Post about the presentators also
- Go to real places and put posters there
 





Minutes to present, event place, event time, event time preparation before the performance.
Few days before – contact with them again!

7) The Reminder

email - a week

before!



9) Go to the
event place and

make a list
about what is

needed!8)Meet with team
several times

before the event
and split

responsibilities!
Did you know thatsplittingresponsibilities is oneof the mostimportant steps?



10) Prepare your

speech BEFORE the

event!

So that in stress
situation you

don't freak out...



How did we split

responsibilities for THE

BIG NETWORKING

event?
Main representator

Video makerHost and
registration (2

persons)

Water person

Translator

Time keeper 
 (reminded them 1

minute before the end)



11) Create/buy/get all

tangible things that are

necessary! 12) Design a strictschedule for theactivities, to notimprovise!



Necessary things
1. Question box, pencils, tape, stickers, laptop,
other equipment, cables, microphone etc.
2. Plates, bowls.
3. Food, water

Brief schedule
1. Introduction
2. Activities 
3. Guests presentations
4. Presentation of the foundation
5. Videos 
6. To say goodbye and thank you…



According to roles - make sure that...

1. Team is connected

3. Time is being kept like planed in the schedule

4. People will be able to hear - sound sistem
is working, microfone 

5. There will be light on the stage

2. There is a good energy till the end of the event

6. If team needs help - take actions 

7. Remind presentators about the event directly - face to face, by a
call, by messenger



Make a rehearsal!

Start sharp!



Enjoy

The

Event!

Participate
in activities!

Talk with
visitors!

Smile! :-)



Evaluation part
What was missing?

What worked?

Feelings after the event?

What did YOU do that didn't
work?

What did YOU do that worked?

How do YOU feel now -
when event is behind

your back?It is important to do the
evalution together with
whole the team and let

everyone speak - a great
way to improve team work
better for daily work and

next events!



Good luck with YOUR events and
remember - practice makes perfect!



This was our
poster!



Made by:
iHIGHER volunteers


